
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

Favourite Place: Improving your IELTS response 
 
Read the example and think about how to improve it. 

My favorite place is the one living room where I live now. I can relax there. I have a TV and I can use the 
internet. It’s really comfortable because no one can get in the way. My parents’ room is a little tiring 
because my mother and my brother open the door on their own and always speak loudly. This is 
unthinkable for me. 
 Besides, I like a small temple near my parents’ house. I’m not a Buddhist. When I was over there, I used to 
go for walks and running. The reason why I like it is that it has a small atmosphere and there aren’t many 
people, so it’s okay to feel a little familiar. When I go to the dark time, I like the lanterns because they are 
creepy.  
Another temple I like is JOJAKKO-JI Temple in Kyoto. I don’t go there often because it’s far away, but when 
I went to a high school trip by group, I felt that it was my favorite temple so far. I don’t know much about 
history, but it looks beautiful anyway. Many maples are planted in the precincts and there are a lot of 
moss.  I like moss. Moss is good. When I went, the precincts were surprisingly filled with yellowish green, 
and it felt mysterious. I’m sure everyone will be impressed when they see it. The autumn leaves are 
beautiful but I have never been there in autumn, so I will definitely go there someday.  I recommend going 
there. 
 
How can you improve the writing? 

There needs to be clear topic sentences and concluding sentences to help the reader follow the main 
ideas. 
Tiring  - annoying 
Creepy  - eerie and mysterious 
 
There are in fact two types of places I like, one at my home and the other outside. My favorite place at 
home is the living room where I live now. I can relax there as we have a TV and I can also use the internet. 
It’s really comfortable because no one can get in the way. However, this room is connected to my parents’ 
room and it can be a little annoying when someone leaves the door open -  especially if my mother of 
brother speak loudly. This can affect my mood but it is the perfect place to be when everyone else is out. 
 
The other place I like is a small temple near my parents’ house. I used to go for walks and runs before I 
started to come to university. I’m not a Buddhist but when I go over there, I soak up its charming 
atmosphere. It is a small place and not many people go there, so I can usually enjoy the calm peaceful 
surroundings all by myself. When it gets dark, I like the lanterns because they make the place a little eerie 
and mysterious.  
 
Another temple I like is JOJAKKO-JI Temple in Kyoto. I can’t go there often because it is far from my 
house. However, when I went on a high school trip, I felt that it was the best temple I have visited so far. I 
don’t know much about its history but it looked beautiful. Many maple trees surrounded the temple with 
deep yellowy green moss covering the gaps on the floor.  When I went there, it was surprising to see this 
yellowish green vision, and it felt mysterious. I’m sure others will be impressed when they see it. The 
autumn leaves are beautiful but I have never been there in autumn so I will definitely go there someday.   
 
 
 



 

                                                                                                                     

 

From the above work, try to chunk the speech 

Find the pause – Chunking  short /    longer //                    CAPITALISE the stressed (important) word 

 

I LIKE this class / because the teacher is GOOD / and everyone if FRIENdly. //  ALso, / my English is getting BEtter.// 

 
There are in fact two types of places I like, / one at my home / and the other outside. // My favorite place 
at home / is the living room where I live now. // I can relax there / as we have a TV / and I can also use the 
internet. // It’s really comfortable / because no one can get in the way. // However, / this room is 
connected to my parents’ room / and it can be a little annoying / when someone leaves the door open / -  
especially if my mother of brother speak loudly. // This can affect my mood / but it is the perfect place to 
be / when everyone else is out.// 
 
The other place I like / is a small temple near my parents’ house. // I used to go for walks and runs / before 
I started to come to university. // I’m not a Buddhist / but when I go over there, / I soak up its charming 
atmosphere. // It is a small place and not many people go there, / so I can usually enjoy the calm peaceful 
surroundings / all by myself. // When it gets dark, / I like the lanterns / because they make the place / a 
little eerie and mysterious. // 
 
Another temple I like / is JOJAKKO-JI Temple / in Kyoto. // I can’t go there often / because it is far from my 
house. // However, / when I went on a high school trip, / I felt that it was the best temple / I have visited 
so far. // I don’t know much about its history / but it looked beautiful. // Many maple trees surrounded the 
temple / with deep yellowy green moss / covering the gaps on the floor.  // When I went there, / it was 
surprising to see this yellowish green vision, / and it felt mysterious. // I’m sure others will be impressed / 
when they see it. // The autumn leaves are beautiful / but I have never been there in autumn / so I will 
definitely go there someday. //  
 
 
 


